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Abstra t. The Standard Model of elementary
onstituants and intera tions is a well tested theory, but
we learly see its limitations. In parti ular, the origin of the parti le masses is now a entral question.
Several new theoreti al frameworks are proposed to address it and answer it at least partially. All
of them have the me hanism of Ele troWeak symmetry breaking as a ornerstone, and predi t new
phenomena at its typi al energy s ale: 1 TeV. The Large Hadron Collider, at Cern, will be the rst
a elerator to explore this energy s ale dire tly.
Its onstru tion is now in progress, together with the large experiments whi h will extra t the
physi s out of the parti le ollisions. All the proposed models have been examined in great detail, and
the dete tors optimized a ordingly. Physi ists are on dent that indeed LHC will bring ru ial new
informations and open a path beyond the Standard Model.

1 Introdu tion

The LHC at Cern is the most ambitious proje t in parti le physi s today. The ma hine and the
experiments are huge te hni al hallenges, and the experimental onditions are expe ted to be
diÆ ult in the best ase. However, the motivation for this e ort is unpre edented: physi ists are
onvin ed that LHC will bring key elements to answer the present questions in the eld. Starting
from the weaknesses of the Standard Model, many larger theories have been put forward, and a
large amount of work has been devoted to studying the observable onsequen es of ea h of these
new theories at LHC. A large part of this work was undertaken by the large ollaborations whi h
proposed, and now onstru t, experiments at LHC[1℄. In this talk I will give a global survey of
this work. At the same time I will go into some detail for a few ases, to underline the parti ular
experimental onditions.
1.1

The Standard Model

The Standard Model is the theory whi h des ribes all the observations at the mi ros opi s ale
today. It assumes a number of input ingredients, namely the nature of the onstituants of matter,
the type of their intera tions, and about 25 arbitrary parameters (mostly parti le masses and
intera tion oupling strengths). Given this, the Standard Model o ers a framework whi h we
believe to be essential: quantum me hani s and spe ial relativity, i.e. it is a quantum eld theory.
For the experimentalist, the predi tive power of quantum eld theories omes mostly from the
al ulations of perturbation series, and renormalizability is the key riterion there. In the Standard
Model, renormalizability, and hen e an eÆ ient use of perturbation series, is guaranteed by the
stru ture of the model, based on lo al gauge symmetries.
For a non-insider, it is diÆ ult to imagine how deeply the ideas of gauge invarian e and
renormalizability have modelled the entire lands ape of experimental parti le physi s. We are now
ompletely used to measuring properties of parti les whi h were never produ ed in their real, onshell state, but whose presen e is seen through virtual e e ts. The most spe ta ular example was
the measurement of the top quark mass at LEP (mt = 178  20 GeV ) before it was 'dis overed' at
FNAL in 1994 (mt = 174  5 GeV ). Internal and external radiation of real parti les (photons, weak
bosons, et .) is routinely observed and taken into a ount in analyses, with detailed pres riptions
for using experimental variables whi h make sense in the renormalization pro edure and avoid
divergen es in the theoreti al al ulations.
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The onstituants are spin 1/2 fermions: leptons and quarks. We know three families of two
leptons and two quarks ea h, with the se ond and third families repli ating the rst one in all
aspe ts but the masses of the parti les. The intera tions are : the ele tro-weak (E-W) intera tion,
based on the gauge group SU(2)X U(1), and the strong intera tion based on SU(3).
In a given family, the behaviour of the onstituant fermions under an intera tion is des ribed
by their lo ation in the group multiplet representations:
Leptons and quarks are sensitive to the E-W intera tion:



left-handed states are doublets under SU(2).



right-handed states are singlets under SU(2).



One lepton has ele tri harge -1 (e, ,  ) , the other is neutral (e , , ), the upper quark
in the SU(2) doublet (u, , t) has harge +2/3, the lower one (d,s,b) has harge -1/3 .



Quarks are sensitive to the strong intera tion: they are triplets under SU(3) (the strong harge
is alled ' olor', and the strong intera tion is referred to as Quantum Chromo Dynami s, in
short QCD).

The number of families (3) is unexplained (but it is the minimal number whi h allows for CP
violation, an e e t with deep onsequen es, in parti ular for osmology).
Although the parti le masses are free parameters in the model, their sheer presen e is entral
to the rationale behind the model. Indeed, the stru ture above would be easily realized if all
parti les were massless (or in the limit of very high energy where all masses would be negligible).
But it is impossible to add masses 'by hand' to the onstituants and keep the gauge symmetry
stru ture, and onsequently renormalizability. The question is to break gauge symmetry enough
to get parti le masses, while preserving it in depth. This is a hieved by 'spontaneous symmetry
breaking'.
In the SM, the Ele troWeak symmetry is broken down to separate weak and ele tromagneti
intera tions. The standard way to a hieve this breakdown is to introdu e a s alar eld (the Higgs
boson) whose energy density is non-zero (positive) in the symmetri al va uum. The value of this
'va uum expe tation value' determines the s ale below whi h the symmetry appears as broken.
The system breaks the symmetry and hoses a new fundamental state with minimum potential
energy; then the fundamental elds are determined around this new va uum. The messengers of
the weak intera tion (the W + , W , Z 0 bosons) a quire a mass of the order of the Higgs va uum
expe tation value, while the photon remains massless. Most importantly, the natural oupling of
the onstituant fermions with the Higgs provides them with a mass. The value of the masses are still
free parameters, but now the theory with these masses is fully gauge invariant and renormalizable.
When the model was set-up, the W, Z and top quark had not been yet observed. Thus the
experimental dete tion of the W and Z in 1983, pre isely at the mass predi ted by other previous
measurements (neutrino s attering on nu lei), was a bright on rmation for the model. Sin e then,
millions of Z's have been produ ed at LEP, and pre ision measurements have tested the whole
s heme in great detail.
All the parti les in the SM have now been observed, ex ept the Higgs boson. The model does
not predi t its mass. For the standard Higgs boson, the LEP experiments have given a lower limit by
dire t sear h, mH > 113:5 GeV, and an upper limit again through virtual e e ts : mH < 212 GeV
at 95% on den e level. There is no real theoreti al upper limit to the Higgs mass, but the natural
range does not ex eed 1 TeV = 1000 GeV. For example, the width of a heavy Higgs is H  0:5m3H
( H ; mH in TeV) whi h shows that the Higgs is no longer a parti le beyond  1 TeV. More pre isely,
for Higgs masses larger than  800 GeV, the intera tions of W and Z bosons be ome strong and
new stru tures must appear. We will see that LHC laims to explore ompletely this mass range.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to study arefully the most unfavourable ase, with a very heavy
Higgs, and a new intera tion whi h would turn on slowly, diÆ ult to see experimentally.
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Beyond the Standard Model

Although the Higgs me hanism is essential in the SM, its simplest implementation by the presen e
of a single s alar boson is far from satisfa tory. The main on ern is the 'naturalness' or ' ne-tuning'
problem. We think that in the end the SM will be embedded in a more fundamental theory whi h
will in lude larger mass s ales. For example the uni ation of the strong and E-W intera tions
is thought to happen around 1016 GeV (from measurements of the evolution of their respe tive
oupling strength with energy); even further, ultimately, a quantum gravity theory would be bring
in its natural s ale : the Plan k mass (1019 GeV). Parti les with these large masses would ontribute
to the Higgs self-energy, driving its mass up to the higher s ale, unless a fortuitous an ellation
o urs between these ontributions. The required a ura y of this an ellation would be given
typi ally by m2i m2j  m2W , 28 orders of magnitude ne-tuning if mi  mj  1016 GeV, quite an
unnatural oin iden e.
The andidate theories to go beyond the SM essentially try to solve the ne-tuning problem
in their own way.
1.2.1

Composite models/ ondensate models

In these models the Higgs is not elementary, hen e solving the problem. In most implementations,
quarks and leptons are also omposite. Some of these models also try to explain the number
of families as ex ited states of the same sub- onstituants. Although being in the ontinuation
of the 'russian doll' s heme for matter, no good model exists along these lines. Su h signals of
ompositeness ould anyway be observed at LHC.
1.2.2

Supersymmetry [2℄

Supersymmetry is a symmetry between fermions and bosons. This theory has been developped
sin e a long time, for a number of reasons: rst it is the last possible type of symmetry among
elds, not yet observed in nature, and up to now we have seen nature using all the symmetries
we ould think of. Se ond, it has a deep link with gravity. Our present understanding of gravity is
general relativity, a lassi al eld theory, and attempts at a quantum theory have been unsu essful
up to now. The most promising tra k is string theories, whi h make use of the onne tion between
gravity and supersymmetry.
Last, supersymmetry solves the ne-tuning problem in an elegant way. The ontributions
to the Higgs mass, oming from the large mass fermions and bosons, an el exa tly in unbroken
supersymmetry. The theory requires superpartners (s-parti les) for ea h of the usual parti les. As
none of these partners has been observed, supersymmetry has to be broken at some s ale. The
naturalness argument leads to a supersymmetry breaking s ale of the order of the E-W s ale. In
this s enario, a full spe trum of new parti les ould be there at masses of order  TeV, in the
rea h of LHC.
Supersymmetry is ertainly the favored theory to go beyond the SM, despite the fa t that
no experimental sign has been found. An enormous amount of work has been devoted to evaluate
the potential of LHC experiments on SUSY models. Many models an be onstru ted, with many
free parameters. In order to study well de ned ases, the physi ists have de ned a minimal supersymmetri standard model (MSSM). In this framework the Higgs se tor is well de ned, as we will
see later, but for the other supersymmetri parti les there are many variants, essentially in the
pre ise way to implement the breaking of supersymmetry. An e ort was brought to sele ting the
best de ned models and exploring their parameter spa e onsistently. The most popular one is the
SUGRA model (SUper GRAvity inspired); the onnexion to gravity is remote, but te hni ally the
model provides a 'reasonable' spe trum of all s-parti les and Higgses, with only (!) 5 parameters.
An important aspe t of supersymmetry is the link with osmology, through the dark matter
problem. Astrophysi al measurements show that a large part of the matter in the universe does
not radiate like ordinary matter (for a re ent review, see for example [3℄). In addition, this dark
matter is believed to have a large non-baryoni part, and ordinary neutrinos an only ontribute
to a small amount. The whole s heme still has un ertainties, but taking it at fa e value, a large
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fra tion ( 20%) of the matter in the universe should be ' old' dark matter, in the form of new
parti les, ele tri ally neutral, stable, with a large mass. In many s enarios, the supersymmetri
partner of the neutrino, alled the neutralino (~
0 ), is the lightest supersymmetri parti le (LSP),
and is a good andidate for this parti le. For a given model, one an run h the usual big-bang
s enario and al ulate the reli density of neutralinos. In SUGRA models for example, requiring
that the neutralino reli density be onsistent with the old dark matter sele ts a zone in the
parameter spa e [4℄, whi h an be explored at LHC.
1.2.3

Extra dimensions

The idea that spa e-time ould have more than 3+1 dimensions goes ba k to the Kaluza-Klein
model, as early as 1919. These authors saw that writing general relativity in 5 dimensions, and
' ompa tifying' the 5th one on a small radius, one gets the lassi al theory of ele tromagnetism.
This very appealing remark did not hold its promises, sin e noone su eeded in building a uni ed
model of gravity and ele tromagnetism. In the eighties, the idea was revived be ause string theories,
the andidate for a quantum theory of gravity, like to work in a higher-dimensional spa e-time.
In this framework, our usual 4D spa e-time is what is left after ' ompa ti ation' of all other
dimensions on a very small s ale. It was rst thought that this small s ale was of the order of
Plan k's length (10 33 m), or equivalently would be relevant for energies of the order of Plan k's
mass (1019 GeV ). Re ently, it was realized [5℄that this needs not be the ase.
In the simplest model[6℄, only gravity sees the extra dimensions, whi h ould be as large as 1
mm, and the s ale for quantum gravity is then  1 TeV. The extreme weakness of gravity at low
energies omes from its 'dilution' in the extra dimensional volume, and the large value of Plan k's
mass is just an illusion: there is no mass s ale higher than 1 TeV, whi h solves the ne-tuning
problem. Again, for TeV s ale quantum gravity, spe ta ular e e ts ould be found at LHC.
2
2.1

The LHC
Ma hine [7℄ and experimental

onditions

As soon as the LEP was approved, and well before its operation, physi ists thought about putting
a proton-proton ollider in its tunnel. In the ase of an ele tron a elerator like LEP, the beam
energy is limited by syn hrotron radiation losses: the loss must be ompensated at ea h turn by
a elerating avities. The ir umferen e of the LEP tunnel (27 km) was xed to allow LEP to rea h
about 50 GeV per beam (100 GeV enter of mass energy) with normal avities, enough to produ e
on-shell Z 0 bosons, then 100 GeV per beam with super ondu ting avities, enough to produ e W
pairs. In the ase of proton beams, the energy is limited by the maximum eld available in the
bending (dipole) magnets. The design value for the eld in the LHC super ondu ting magnets is
8.4 T, a 1:8 in rease from previous ma hines (and remember that the magneti for es go like
B 2 ). The 14 m long magnets operate in super uid helium at 1.9 K. With this eld value, the beam
energy is 7 TeV, hen e a proton-proton enter of mass energy of 14 TeV.
Protons are not elementary: what really ounts is the energy available in the ollision of the
point-like onstituants (partons): quarks and gluons. As the quarks and gluons arry a fra tion of
the momentum of their parent proton, with a statisti al distribution (stru ture fun tion), there is a
broad spe trum of ollision energies at the onstituant level. Of ourse the most interesting events
are those with the highest ollision energies: they are also the rarest, sin e they involve partons
whi h arry an ex eptionally large fra tion of the proton momentum.
When the US physi ists designed a ma hine to over the same physi s goal, namely explore
exhaustively the E-W symmetry breaking me hanism, they hose a enter of mass energy of 40 TeV
and a ir umferen e of 87 km (the SSC proje t, unfortunately dis ontinued in 1993). Limited by
the pre-existing tunnel and by the attainable magneti eld, the LHC energy is 'only' of 14 TeV. To
in rease the dis overy rea h, the other handle is luminosity, the number of proton-proton en ounters
per se ond. The LHC luminosity will be 1034 m 2 s 1 , a fa tor of 10 larger than the SSC design.
Typi ally a fa tor of 10 in luminosity provides the same rate of rare pro esses than a fa tor 1.5 to
2 in rease in energy.
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This very high luminosity will be a hieved by storing a large number of intense proton bun hes
in ea h beam. The bun hes are only 25 ns apart, and intera tions o ur at the 4 ollision points
every 25 ns. The interesting intera tions between partons are rare, but the total ollision rate
between protons is enormous. The total p-p ross-se tion, from strong intera tions, is expe ted to
be about 8  10 26 m2 , whi h means about 20 intera tions per bun h rossing in average. Ea h of
these intera tions is an event with about 60 harged and 60 neutral parti les in the a eptan e of
an experiment around the ollision point. The experiment must deal with more than 1000 tra ks
and 2000 impa ts every 25 ns, and yet extra t rare signals at a rate of a few events per year. This
pattern re ognition problem alls for dete tors with a very high number of ells or hannels, a very
fast response, and a large dynami range.
The other onsequen e is that the radiation level oming from the intera tion point is high,
and imposes the use of radiation resistant te hnologies for most dete tors.
2.2

Experiments

Two interse tion regions are devoted to high-luminosity p-p ollisions,with general purpose experiments: ATLAS and CMS. The other two regions are for the ALICE experiment, whi h studies
ion-ion ollisions, and the LHC-B experiment, whi h studies b-quark physi s in medium luminosity
p-p ollisions. This talk will on entrate on physi s at ATLAS and CMS.
When the rst ideas of operation at high luminosity appeared (in 1984), the onstraints
oming from the event rate and radiation environment looked formidable, and it was rst thought
that the only possible experiment was an 'iron ball' around the intera tion point, with only muon
dete tion outside. Through a vigorous R and D program pursued in many labs around the world,
it was shown that mu h more an be done, in luding pre ision measurements, detailed parti le
identi ation, and in lusive event re onstru tion.
The experiments isolate the rare signals against the huge ba kground by sele ting pro esses
with good signatures. As the ba kground originates mostly from strong intera tions, these signatures may involve the presen e in the nal state of:



one or more lepton(s) : ele trons, muons, and neutrinos (identi ed by the missing transverse
energy).





photons.
b-quarks or -quarks, identi ed by a displa ed vertex.
hadroni jets of high transverse momentum (from high momentum quarks and gluons).

Although the physi s goals and the operation requirements are the same for both experiments, the
te hni al hoi es for some of the dete tors have been rather di erent, resulting in a real omplementarity, as we an illustrate with a few examples:
The magneti eld in CMS is provided by a single, large super ondu ting solenoid (12 m long,
7 m diameter) with a high eld (4T). In ATLAS, the magnet system in ludes a 'small' solenoid
around the entral region (7x3m) with a 2 T eld, and a large (26m long, 20m diameter) system
of 3 toroidal magnets for muon measurements. The CMS solution is on eptually simpler, but the
ATLAS sytem should o er a safe measurement of muons in the outer spe trometer alone.
For the ele tromagneti alorimeters, whi h measure the energy of ele trons and photons,
CMS has hosen s intillating rystals, while ATLAS has hosen a lead/liquid argon sampling te hnique. The CMS rystals have an ex ellent intrinsi energy resolution (typi ally 0.7% at 100 GeV),
but it will be diÆ ult to keep the alibration of their light output to the required a ura y (0.4%).
On the opposite the ATLAS solution has only a fair intrinsi energy resolution (typ. 1.2% at
100 GeV), but should be very stable in time.
The number of ele troni hannels amounts to tens of millions in the entral tra k dete tors,
and hundred of thousands for alorimeters and muons hambers. It is of ourse impossible to re ord
all the read-outs for every bun h rossing: the trigger system sele ts interesting events for re ording.
The sele tion is made in several (usually 3) levels, the next level up analyzing events in more detail
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and being more sele tive. It is very important to establish 'trigger menus' large enough not to miss
any new physi s pro esses, but whi h keep the a epted rate inside the available bandwidth.
ATLAS and CMS are two large international ollaborations, ea h with  150 parti ipating
institutions and more than a thousand physi ists. Both were approved in 1996, and are under
onstru tion now.
2.3

Simulation

An important part of the preparation work has been devoted to simulations. The ollaborations
have made exhaustive studies of the LHC physi s, starting from available or ustomized event
generators, and going sometimes to the nest detail of the experiment. These simulations have been
used to optimize the dete tors, design analysis algorithms, and in general evaluate the performan e
on every physi s hannel one ould think of. Most of the material presented here omes from this
work.
3 The Standard Model Higgs

Assuming a mass for the Higgs boson, one an al ulate its produ tion ross-se tion, and the
probability for ea h of its de ay modes. As the de ay modes hange strongly depending on the
mass, the sear h involves di erent dete tors and analyses. Thus the sear h for the Standard Model
Higgs has qui kly be ome the ben hmark for dete tor optimization, and has been studied in great
detail.
Several pro esses ontribute to the produ tion of Higgs bosons: gg ! H through a heavy
quark loop, qq ! qqH (\W W fusion"), qq ! W H , gg ! ttH , gg ! bbH . The relative importan e
of these pro esses depends upon the Higgs mass, the rst dominates at small mass and the rst
two be ome omparable for a Higgs mass of 1 TeV. The Higgs bran hing ratios are shown in Fig. 1.
3.1

H

!

; 115 GeV < mH < 140 GeV

At low mass (114 GeV < mH < 2  mW ) the main de ay modes (bb, ,  +  ) annot be distinguished from the QCD ba kground. One possibility is the de ay mode H !
whi h has a
tiny bran hing ratio, but where two photons in the nal state o er a rather good signature. This
sear h is very demanding on the dete tor and has been used as a ben hmark for the performan e
of ele tromagneti alorimeters, hen e it is interesting to look at it in some detail.
First, one has to identify the two photons. In the same invariant mass range (say, 120 GeV),
the rate of jet pairs, oming from QCD pro esses like gg ! gg; qg ! qg,et . is  106 times
larger than the signal; there are also jet
events at a rate  103 signal. It may seem obvious
to dis riminate a jet of parti les from an isolated photon, but here we need a reje tion of more
than 1000 against ea h jet. Jets are made of harged parti les (mostly harged pions) and neutral
parti les, mostly 0 's whi h de ay instantaneously into two photons. Small dete tor ineÆ ien ies
an indeed fake single photons at a very low level. Parti ular jet on gurations are also dangerous:
in about 1 ase in 1000 a quark hadronizes into a single 0 ; with a 0 momentum of 60 GeV, the two
photons from the de ay of this 0 will be only 7 mm apart at the entran e fa e of the alorimeter,
quite diÆ ult to tell from a single photon. The ATLAS and CMS dete tors devote 84000 (resp.
140000) read-out hannels to a ne-grain se tion, whose main goal is to gain a fa tor of 3 reje tion
against 0 's in this parti ular sear h. To reje t jets, analyses also require that the energy deposit
asso iated to the photon be isolated, at the expense of a small (10%) loss in eÆ ien y on the
signal.
Then there is a large irredu ible ba kground from pro esses like qq ! , gg ! , qg ! q
whi h produ e photon pairs with a ontinuous mass spe trum. The Higgs would appear as a peak
in the photon pair invariant mass distribution, hen e the signal to noise ratio depends dire tly on
the mass resolution. The invariant mass is evaluated by m2 = 2E1 E2  (1 os), thus it depends
on the energy resolution for ea h photon, and on the determination of the angle  between the
photons. The energy resolution is given by the performan e of the ele tromagneti alorimeter. The
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Figure 1: Standard Model Higgs bran hing ratios as a fun tion of mass
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measurement of the angle poses a hallenge quite spe ial to LHC: in an usual experiment, there
would be only one intera tion vertex, and the dire tion of a photon would be obtained simply by
linking the impa t point in the alorimeter to this vertex. At LHC, there are 20 intera tion verti es
per bun h rossing in average, distributed over 5.6 m around the nominal rossing point. It is not
so easy to asso iate the right vertex to the photon impa t! The solution is to use the alorimeter
for measuring not only the energy and position, but also the dire tion of the photon, and/or to
sele t among all verti es the most probable good one, on other riteria like the multipli ity of
tra ks above some momentum.
Very detailed simulations have been performed on this hannel. The result of su h a simulation
in CMS is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: (a) The invariant mass distribution of
pairs for Mh = 130 GeV as simulated by the
CMS ollaboration. (b) Same, with a smooth ba kground tted and subtra ted. From Ref. [8℄.
3.2

W (or tt)

+

H

! bb

,

115 GeV < mH < 130 GeV

As we said above, it is impossible to extra t a signal of a low mass Higgs in the dominant de ay
mode H ! bb if no other signature is present. However, there are pro esses where the Higgs is
produ ed in asso iation with a W or a tt pair. In this ase, one an ask for a ele tron or muon from
the W (top quark) de ay, whi h redu es the ba kground by a large amount. Then, the apa ity
of the dete tor in identifying b-quarks is essential. Mesons and baryons ontaining b-quarks are
known to de ay with a typi al lifetime of  1:5 pi ose ond, hen e they travel a small distan e
(hundreds of mi rons) away from the primary vertex, before de aying. Su h displa ed verti es an
be measured by pre ision sili on strip tra k dete tors with ex ellent results as demonstrated at
LEP, Tevatron or B-fa tories. The question was if su h pre ise measurements ould be performed
in the rowded environment of LHC, an if the sili on dete tors, lo ated lose to the beam pipe,
ould survive the radiation.
Building and operating large sili on dete tors and their ele troni s in a radiation environment
is a whole eld in te hnology. A lot of progress was done by the LHC experiments, in ollaboration
with teams interested in other uses, like ele troni s for spa e appli ations. For the pattern re ognition problem, LHC vertex dete tors have hundreds of times more hannels than their prede essors.
Again, detailed simulations predi t that the b-tagging eÆ ien y will be at least as good as that of
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the present CDF experiment at FNAL for example, despite the environment. In the end, a signal
in this mode would be just visible, and would provide a on rmation of the
hannel.
3.3

H

! ZZ ! 4 leptons


(e or

), 150 GeV < mH < 600 GeV

If the Higgs mass ex eeds 2  mZ , then the main de ay modes are W + W (70%) and ZZ (30%).
The Z de ays in an e+ e or +  with a 3% bran hing ratio (ea h). H ! ZZ ! 4 leptons(e or )
are gold plated events, o ering ex ellent signature and mass resolution. This mode allows an easy
dete tion of a Higgs signal for 2  mZ < mH < 600 GeV; for larger mH , the Higgs produ tion rate
de reases, and at the same time its de ay width in reases, whi h spreads the mass peak over the
ba kground ontinuum. The study an be extended to mH lower than 2  mZ down to  150 GeV:
the Higgs an still de ay to the same 4-lepton modes, although at least one of the intermediate Z's
is o -shell. In this range, the study is more diÆ ult and demands more on the dete tor resolution.
Ba kgrounds su h as tt and Z + bb ontribute, in addition to the ZZ ontinuum (present at all
masses).
3.4

mH > 600 GeV

For large Higgs masses, one must sear h for more frequent de ay modes of the W and Z's, at the
expense of more diÆ ult signatures. The rst mode is H ! ZZ ! ll , with one Z de aying into
an ele tron or muon pair, and the other into a neutrino pair. Neutrinos are of ourse not dete ted
individually, but their presen e is marked by missing transverse energy when a ounting for all the
energies measured by the experiment (at a proton ma hine, the longitudinal momentum balan e
annot be used, sin e the frame of the elementary ollision between partons moves along the beam
line). The ba kground sour es are the physi al ontinuum of ZZ produ tion, but also instrumental
e e ts whi h an generate fake missing transverse energy, like ineÆ ient areas in the dete tor. The
dete tors need to over the full solid angle around the intera tion point, in parti ular the forward
region lose to the beam pipe, eitherwise the statisti al u tuations of the other events o uring
in the same bun h rossing ('pile-up events') would also ontribute to the ba kground.
Fig. 3 shows the missing transverse energy spe trum as simulated in ATLAS for a 700 GeV
mass Higgs.
Then the modes H ! W W ! l + jets and H ! ZZ ! ll + jets have an even larger
bran hing ratio. However, the ba kground from ordinary produ tion of W + jets and Z + jets
is very large. In the signal the jet pair invariant mass is mW or mZ ; the signal to noise ratio
depends on the jet pair mass resolution whi h in turn depends on the performan e of the hadroni
alorimeter, and on the re onstru tion algorithm.
For very high Higgs masses, the dominant produ tion mode is qq ! Hqq, where the Higgs is
produ ed in asso iation with two jets in the forward and ba kward dire tion. The dete tors have
been optimized to measure these jets at small angle from the beam-line, a diÆ ult region rowded
with high-momentum parti les and submitted to very high radiation levels. These modes should
allow the dete tion of a Higgs up to a mass of 1 TeV.
3.5

Summary of Standard Model Higgs

Combining the analyses above, the mass range from the LEP limit to 1 TeV is overed. Fig. 4
shows for example in Atlas the statisti al signi an e of a Higgs signal as a fun tion of mass over
the whole range.
We should not forget that the LEP results favor the low mass region: 114 GeVto  250 GeV.
From 114 to 160 GeV the dete tion of a Higgs at LHC relies on the mode H !
, the mode
W + H ! bb and the lowest part of the mode H ! ZZ  ! 4 leptons, and requires all the dete tor
apa ity. Above 160 GeV the mode H ! ZZ  ! 4 leptons allows for an easy dete tion.
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Figure 3: Missing ET spe trum for the H ! ZZ ! `` pro ess. The ba kground ontributions
are shown separately; Z + jets (dot-dashed); ZZ (dotted) and minimum bias pile up (dashed). The
signal is due to a Higgs boson of mass 700 GeV. From Ref. [9℄.
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4 The Higgs se tor in Supersymmetry

In supersymmetri theories, the Higgs se tor is more omplex than in the SM. In the MSSM, there
are two di erent Higgs elds with two va uum expe tation values. The analysis of the physi al
states turn up two harged (H  ) and three neutral (h; H; A) s alar parti les. Their masses and
ouplings are basi ally determined by two parameters, usually taken as the mass of the A (mA ) and
tan , the ratio of the two va uum expe tation values. Radiative orre tions from loops ontaining
ordinary or supersymmetri parti les modify the values of masses and ouplings, sometimes substantially. For example, without these orre tions, one of the neutral Higgses, the h, would have
a mass always lower than mZ , but with orre tions, this upper limit an rea h 150 GeV for large
values of mA and tan .
To limit the parameter spa e to just these two, we rst assume that all supersymmetri
partners of usual parti les have large masses (TeV); in this ase the Higgses an only de ay into
ordinary parti les. The produ tion ross-se tions of the 5 Higgses, and their di erent bran hing
ratios to ordinary parti les, vary a ross the mA ; tan plane. The study of the experiment potential
for one parti ular de ay mode of one of the Higgses is expressed as a ontour in this plane, inside
whi h a statisti ally signi ant signal (5) would be observed. Fig. 5 shows the ompilation of all
these studies in ATLAS. It would be too long to go into the detail of ea h study, but a few remarks
may be made.
The rst important message is that the entire plane is overed by the reunion of all ontours,
meaning that in all ases at least one supersymmetri Higgs would be observed. The main features
of this overage go as follows:



At large mA , the h behaves like a Standard Model Higgs with a mass lower than 150 GeV.
Thus it an be dete ted in the h ! mode as we have seen. However it would be impossible
to tell that this is a supersymmetri Higgs and not the Standard one.



At large tan , the bran hing ratios of H and A into  +  (tau lepton pair) is high, and this
mode an be dete ted. This does not have an equivalent in Standard Model studies, and
was looked at arefully. The re onstru tion of the H or A mass is diÆ ult be ause the 
de ays always ontain neutrinos whi h go undete ted. The riti al ingredient is the missing
transverse energy resolution of the dete tor.

At lower values of mA and tan , several modes an be observed. The observation of more than
one mode would bring redundan y and on rm the supersymmetri nature of the Higgses.
More pre ise studies must take into a ount the possibility that the Higgses de ay into sparti les or ouple to them. There are mu h too many parameters in the general MSSM, so this
an only be attempted in a restri ted model as SUGRA. The main on lusions are:




The overall observability of the h boson through



In a large region of the parameter spa e, the h an be produ ed in the as ade de ays of
s-parti les, together with other parti les with a very hara teristi signature. It an then be
dete ted in its dominant de ay mode bb, whi h in reases the overall sensitivity to the Higgs
se tor.

or bb de ays is una e ted.

In a substantial part of the parameter spa e, the H boson de ays to s-parti les (namely
neutralinos ~0 and harginos ~ ) and this an be dete ted, although not easily. This would
be very important as it would allow to dis riminate between a SM Higgs (only seen in h ! )
and a supersymmetri one.

5 Supersymmetri parti les

In the early sear hes of supersymmetry at existing ma hines, or studies for LHC, there were no
pre ise models, and the only signature whi h people thought of was missing energy. Indeed, if
s-parti les are produ ed, their de ay produ ts must ontain the LSP whi h would go undete ted.
The most visible pro esses would then be of the type qq ! q~q~ ! q + ~0 + q + ~0. The ross-se tion
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Figure 5: ATLAS experiment sensitivity for the dis overy of a Supersymmetri Higgs boson: 5 
dis overy ontours in the plane mA ; tan( ) From Ref. [9℄.
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for su h pro esses is high be ause the s-quarks are produ ed by strong intera tions, and the event
ontains two very hard jets re oiling against nothing, a ase with no equivalent in the Standard
Model (hen e no ba kground).
This simple pi ture is still valid if we assume very high masses for the s-parti les: then the
dis overy rea h is just rate limited. For s-quarks and gluino masses of 2 TeV, we expe t a few
spe ta ular events, whi h would be unambiguous signs of supersymmetry, but would not bring
mu h information beyond this fa t.
The studies of the last few years have brought in a di erent pi ture, with pre ise models whi h
give the omplete spe trum of s-parti les masses and ouplings. For a large domain in the parameter
spa e (s-parti le masses of the order of, or below, 1 TeV), we now expe t a ri h phenomenology,
with the produ tion of many parti le types, omplex and beautiful as ade de ays, allowing for
pre ision measurements. In fa t, the problem would not be to show eviden e for supersymmetry as
a whole, but to separate the di erent hannels, and dis riminate between models. In many ases,
the ba kground behind the studied signal omes from other supersymmetri pro esses!
Let us look at one of these s enarios: a SUGRA model with the parameters hosen to be
' osmologi ally' orre t. As in the simple ase above, the strongest rea tions produ e squarks and
gluinos (whi h then de ay to a squark q~ and a normal quark q).
Now the de ay hain for ea h squark an be mu h more omplex, and far more interesting:
q~ ! ~0 q ! `~ ` q ! ~1 0 `+ ` q
2

As two squarks were produ ed, this would give an event with 4 leptons (e or ), 2 jets, and
missing transverse energy. A lot of information an be extra ted from su h events; in parti ular the
analysis of the event kinemati s allows for a determination of the neutralino mass to about 10%,
whi h would be of great importan e for osmology (this was not possible in the early in lusive
studies).
Many more studies were performed on SUSY models, whi h would be too long to report here.
Let us mention the GMSB (Gauge mediated symmetry breaking) models, where the LSP is not the
neutralino but the gravitino (the s-partner of the graviton). These models have a rather di erent
phenomenology whi h an be hallenging for the dete tor.
As a summary I would take Fig. 6. This plot is in the plane of the two most important
parameters of SUGRA, for a 'reasonable hoi e' of the other 3 parameters. The gure shows the
' osmologi al' area, (where the LSP reli density is between 10% and 30% of the riti al density),
the rea h of LHC in an in lusive squark or gluino sear h (mq~; mg~ < 2 TeV), and the area where
the as ade de ay above allows for pre ision measurements and an estimate of the LSP mass. The
in lusive sear h overs all the the osmologi ally allowed domain, and it it is tantalizing that in a
large part of it the most interesting studies are possible.
6 Extra dimensions

Sin e the appearan e of the idea that extra-dimensions ould be as lose as the TeV s ale, the
number of publi ations on this topi has exploded: at least 50 papers published ea h month sin e
year 2000! For the phenomenology at LHC, there are two main lasses of models: 'fa torizable' and
'non-fa torizable' geometries. In fa torizable geometries, the extra ( ompa ti ed) dimensions are
just added to the metri , without hanging the usual part. Then one an de ide whi h parti les
have a ess to all dimensions (the 'bulk') and whi h remain in our good old world (the 'brane').
In every model, the graviton has a ess to the bulk, in order to 'dilute' gravity and make it very
weak in our world.
In the earliest model [6℄, only the graviton was allowed to propagate in the bulk. The parameters of the model are the number of extra dimensions nD and the fundamental mass s ale MD .
Plan k's mass as it appears to us is related to MD by the relation: MP2 lan k(4D) = rnD MDnD +2 ,
where r is the size of the extra dimensions. Taking MD of order 1 TeV, we see that nD = 1 is obviously ex luded as it would make r  1013 m, and modify gravity in the solar system. nD = 2 and
MD  TeV is just allowed, as it would modify gravity at a distan e of less than 1 mm. This model
appeared be ause it was realized that we did not have a good measurement of the gravitational for e
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in 1=r2 below 1 mm! Sin e then several laboratory experiments (Cavendish-type) have been started
to improve this knowledge, see for example [10℄; present limits are r < 0:2mm and MD > 4 TeV
for nD = 2. The graviton has many 'Kaluza-Klein ex itations', essentially modes around the extra dimensions ompa ti ed on a ir le. Take a pro ess like quark + gluon ! quark + Graviton.
At low energies, this ross-se tion would be extremely small: in ordinary terms the right part
(graviton/quark oupling) is just the gravitational mass of the quark. In terms of oupling it is
suppressed by 1=MP lan k , a very small number indeed. But now, when the energy be omes of the
order of MD , gravity be omes strong and it be omes highly probable to emit a graviton or one of
its ex itations, whi h then vanishes into the extra dimensions. Seen in the lab, this appears as an
event where an invisible parti le has been emitted, and this parti le has a ontinuous spe trum of
masses, a very unusual signal. For nD = 2, LHC ould see su h events for MD up to 9 TeV.
As an extension of this model, one an allow for example the gauge bosons to propagate
in the bulk, a rather natural pres ription if mD is at the weak s ale. Then these bosons a quire
Kaluza-Klein ex itations, with masses given by an harmoni formula su h as m2i = m20 + i2 m2D .
The rst states would just look like a W 0 or a Z 0 , i.e. a heavy W or Z, with the same de ay modes
as the W and Z. Heavy W 0 or Z 0 s appear in several other theories, and the potential for their
dis overy was studied as su h. The rea h of LHC is about 5 TeV for a Z 0 and 6 TeV for a W 0 .
In the other important lass of models, non-fa torizable geometries, the metri is no longer the
simple superposition of extra and normal dimensions; the original model [11℄ is with 5 dimensions:
there is the usual 4D 'brane' of our world, and another similar brane, parallel to the rst one and
separated from it by some distan e in the 5th dimension, and the 4D metri is intri ated into the
5D one. Gravity is mainly lo ated on the other brane, and what remains on ours is exponentially
weak. All the elds are sensitive to the extra dimension, and have Kaluza-Klein ex itations, whi h
appear as new parti les. The spa ing of these partners is di erent from the ase of fa torizable
geometry, and would be a strong indi ation. The graviton also has TeV-s ale ex itations, whi h
would de ay into jets, leptons or photons. Note that the angular distribution of these de ays would
show the spin-2 nature of the parti le, quite an unambiguous sign for a graviton.
In summary, extra-dimensions theories are highly spe ulative. But the same argument is true,
that if they have anything to do with Ele troWeak symmetry breaking, a sign should show up at
LHC.

7 And if ?

The question is often asked : What if there is no Supersymmetry, no extra-dimensions, and even
no Standard Model Higgs below 1 TeV? If the Higgs mass goes beyond 1 TeV, then the intera tion
between W's would be ome strong for W momenta of  1 TeV, and ultimately the di usion pro ess
of two W's would violate unitarity (i.e. get an intera tion probability greater than 1). So something
must happen. One way out is to invoke a strong intera tion between W's, whi h would more or
less an el the problem. There are andidates for su h an intera tion, like ompositeness models
or Te hni olor models (a kind of new strong for e) but as we said above none is really satisfa tory.
However, one an design phenomenologi al models without a fundamental basis, just to see what
an experiment would dete t in su h a ase. Quite naturally, most phenomenologi al models involve
resonan es between W 's, whi h would be seen as large signals at LHC. Now if one really wants to
be nasty, it is possible to onstru t a phenomenologi al model whi h removes the unitarity problem
'a minima', without any resonan e and with as smooth a behaviour as possible [12℄. Then the only
possible sign to look at is an abnormal rise of the WW ross-se tion at the extreme end of the
WW mass spe trum. We must admit that this would be very diÆ ult to observe at LHC (a 4
ex ess over a large ba kground). Indeed the 40 TeV of the former SSC were hosen to give a lear
answer even in this ase. Upgrades of the LHC luminosity or energy are being onsidered to fa e
this very unfavorable situation.
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8 Standard Model physi s

Besides all the new physi s we an dream of dis overing, there are many measurements in the
Standard Model whi h will be improved at LHC. As an example the top quark mass an be
determined to an a ura y better than 2 GeV. Jet and dire t photon measurements will be used
to test QCD, the theory of strong intera tions, into a new domain. A ri h program of B-physi s
will also be possible, with for example a measurement of the CP-violation parameter sin2 , to
0:02.
9 Con lusion

The Standard Model provides a very operative des ription of what we know about the elementary
bri ks of nature and their intera tions. It is rather frustrating that parti le masses (may be the
simplest hara teristi of a parti le) are free parameters in the model. However, we know that there
is a deep onne tion between parti le masses and the Ele troWeak symmetry breaking me hanism.
This onne tion was already seen in virtual e e ts in previous a elerators, like LEP, but LHC will
have the potential for studying it at its natural energy s ale. It is not surprising that all theories
put forward today to subtend the EW breaking me hanism, predi t measurable or even spe ta ular
signals at LHC. This is the motivation of hundreds of experimentalists, who devote ten or fteen
years to this very hallenging proje t, and look forward to the rst ollisions in 2007.
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